Background: In order to fully comprehend a speaker's intention in everyday
Introduction
Communication involves both verbal and non-verbal information exchange. Cospeech iconic gestures are movements of the upper limbs which depict directly the attributes or actions associated with a particular object or event e.g. moving curved hands in concentric arcs to represent 'a ball', or moving a hand from side to side to indicate 'writing'. These gestures co-occur with speech during everyday interaction (McNeill, 2000) . Iconic gestures have been shown to make a significant contribution to our comprehension of speakers' intentions (e.g. Beattie and Shovelton, 1999) .
Furthermore in natural conversations, iconic co-speech gestures are often used to convey information that may not be overtly conveyed verbally such as object size, object location, manner of movement, spatial relationships and an object's path of movement (Kita and Özyürek, 2003) . In order to fully understand the speakers' intention, the addressee is required to comprehend both the speech and the gesture and then integrate the information gained from the two modalities.
There have been a number of studies that have investigated the impact of aphasia on pantomime gesture comprehension. Pantomime gestures are produced in the absence of speech. Tasks usually involve the standard usage of an object being gestured and an individual indicates the object that the gesture refers to (Daniloff et al., 1982 , Duffy and Duffy, 1981 , Daniloff et al., 1986 , Lambier and Bradley, 1991 , Varney, 1982 , Thorburn et al., 1995 . The findings of these studies have indicated that impaired comprehension of pantomime is unrelated to severity of aphasia (Daniloff et al., 1982) . It has however, been found to be more frequent in participants with posterior lesions than participants with anterior lesions (Lambier and Bradley, 1991 , Daniloff et al., 1986 , Varney, 1982 . However, pantomime is produced in the absence of speech and thus comprehension of pantomime requires only the comprehension of one modality and does not require integration.
Similarly, redundant gesture comprehension tasks do not require integration.
Redundant gesture tasks are where the same meaning is portrayed in both speech and gesture and thus gesture and speech integration is not required to determine the full meaning of the message e.g. "brush your teeth" said verbally combined with stereotypical tooth brushing gesture. Research which has investigated redundant gesture comprehension with participants with aphasia has found that the addition of redundant gesture increases the accuracy of comprehension (Yorkston et al., 1979) .
One study that has investigated the impact of aphasia on gesture and speech integration is Records (1994) . This study investigated whether the reliance on pointing gestures increased with verbal message ambiguity. The findings suggested that when verbal information is ambiguous, individuals with aphasia become more reliant on co-speech pointing gestures to determine the speaker's intention. Records (1994) makes an important contribution to our understanding of the impact of aphasia on gesture and speech integration. However, the findings are limited to pointing gestures. Investigating the use of iconic gestures by individuals with aphasia allows for assessment of more complex meanings, such as those communicated in verb phrases.
Imaging techniques such as fMRI have been used to investigate the neurological basis of iconic co-speech gesture and speech integration and implicate an important role for Broca's area (Willems et al., 2007) . This would suggest that if Broca's area is damaged, as is the case in some aphasias, an individual may have difficulty with iconic co-speech gesture and speech integration.
Integration is more than the sum of the two parts. When integration occurs, the certainty in decoding the message from multimodal input is higher than the certainty derived from separate considerations of each modality. We refer to such an increase as "multimodal gain". Such a gain occurs when two modalities mutually enhance their informativeness, in other words when there is a synergy effect of considering two modalities together while decoding (Kelly et al., 1999) . For a more detailed explanation of the calculation of multi-modal gain, see later data analysis section.
The current study explored co-speech iconic gesture comprehension in a novel methodology, in one participant with Broca's aphasia with impaired comprehension and 20 control participants. The assessment tool developed for this project was used to determine the success of the participant at iconic co-speech gesture and speech integration and their gesture and speech comprehension independently. An error analysis was used to indicate whether participants relied on either gesture or speech in the integration condition.
METHODOLOGY Case Information
SR is a right-handed English-speaking male aged 75 who presented with a dense right sided paresis of both the upper and lower limbs. He experienced a left middle cerebral artery CVA when he was 69. Unfortunately, CT scan results indicating exact location of damage were not available. Prior to his CVA, SR worked as an electrical engineer.
SR was assessed on the Western Aphasia Battery (WAB) (Kertesz, 1982) and obtained the following scores: Aphasia Quotient = 24.9; Fluency= 1; Comprehension= 5.85; Repetition= 2.4; Naming= 1.2. These scores indicate a classification of severe Broca's aphasia with impaired expression and verbal comprehension (Kertesz, 1982) .
Control Participants
SR's performance was compared with 20 English-speaking control participants (11 female, 17 right handed) aged 60-79 (mean 68.6, SD =5.71). Control participants were recruited from a range of community groups e.g. churches. Control participants had no history of severe head trauma, stroke or progressive neurological disease. Two participants wore glasses and reported that they were able to see the screen clearly with their glasses. They wore their glasses throughout the experiment. Four participants reported very mild hearing loss but indicated in the trial items that they were able to hear the verbal stimulus clearly.
Creation of Stimuli
An actor, whose face was covered to conceal the lip movements, produced 21 combinations of an iconic gesture and a short sentence. They expressed common everyday actions (e.g., writing, driving, cutting). From the recording of each speechgesture combination, three versions of vignettes (total 63) were created by video 7 editing software: verbal+gesture (VG) (the original video recording), gesture only (G) (speech muted), verbal only (V) (video replaced by a still picture of the actor).
Each speech-gesture combination (e.g., "they paid" with a gesture depicting somebody writing) had corresponding four colour photographs as choices in the response booklet: (1) integration target (paying with a cheque), (2) verbal only match (paying with cash), (3) gesture only match (writing a letter), (4) unrelated foil (reading a book). Both the integration target and the verbal only match were semantically congruent with the speech and therefore were both equally likely to be selected by the control participants in the V condition. This meant that in the V condition only, both the integration target and the verbal only match were correct. In the other two conditions (VG and G) the verbal only match was incorrect. Similarly in the G condition, both the integration target and the gesture only match were semantically congruent with the gesture and therefore were both equally likely to be selected by the control participants. In the other conditions (V and VG) the gesture only match was incorrect. However it was the VG condition that was of greatest interest, because in this condition if participants integrated the information from the speech and the gesture, the integration target was the only congruent choice. It is the gain in integration target choice between the unimodal tasks and VG that we were most interested in. The unrelated foil was created by combining semantic associates of elements of the gesture only match (e.g., reading for writing, a book for a letter), but it was not congruent with the speech or the gesture. The photographs were arranged in A4 response booklets in such a way that four choice photographs could be seen simultaneously and that the positions of the four choices on the page varied. All photographs contained an individual or a relevant body part e.g. a hand carrying out an action.
Stimulus Presentation
Each participant saw the 21 speech-gesture combinations in all three conditions (total 63 stimuli) in a semi-randomised order 1 . The 21 speech-gesture combinations were split into three groups (seven in each). Each group had a different presentation order.
These were as follows: V-VG-G, G-V-VG, VG-G-V. Three counterbalancing sets were created so that each speech-gesture combination was presented in all three condition orders across the sets. Three response booklets corresponding to the three counterbalancing orders were created. All participants used all three response booklets resulting in a total of 63 trials.
Procedure
The 63 video vignettes embedded in a Power Point presentation, were presented on a laptop with a 15.4 inch size screen. The average duration that each vignette was shown for was 5 seconds. After each vignette, participants pointed to one of four colour photos in the response booklet in front of them that "best matched the message portrayed in the video". Participants were not instructed to attend to either gesture or speech or both, simply instructed to point to the picture that best matched the message. All participants were required to respond within 3 minutes of the presentation of the vignette. As there were 2 correct responses in the V and G conditions, some participants required this amount of time to determine which response they considered most correct. All participants had three practice trials. All responses and all errors were recorded.
Data Analysis
It is possible to get the integration target in the VG condition by just understanding gesture or just understanding speech and not integrating (Kelly et al., 1999) . In order to determine the probability of getting the correct answer without integrating, it is necessary to estimate the relative contributions of speech and gesture in the participants' decision in the VG condition. We assume that the participants rely more on the stronger (more intact) modality in the decision. Thus, we calculate the relative strengths of the modalities as the relative proportions of the probabilities of getting the matched choice (i.e. the integration target or the matching response) in the V and the G conditions. The relative strengths are our estimates of percentage contributions of speech and gesture to the participants' decision in the VG condition, as in the following formulae:
Percentage Contribution of Speech(PCS) = %_matched_choice_in_V / (%_matched_choice_in_V + %_matched_choice_in_G) Percentage Contribution of Gesture(PCG) = %_matched_choice_in_G / (%_matched_choice_in_V + %_matched_choice_in_G)
Therefore, if an individual is estimated to be more reliant on one modality (e.g.
gesture, as may be the case in aphasia), given the relative strengths of the modalities, then this modality will be given a higher percentage contribution. In order to determine the probability of getting the integration target without integration we used the percentage contributions in the following formula:
The probability of getting the integration target in VG without_integration = (PCS* %integration target_choice_in_V) + (PCG * %integration target_choice in_G)
However, it is the integration score that we were most interested in. If the percentage of integration targets chosen is higher than the probability of choosing the integration target without integration then multi-modal gain (MMG) has occurred. The gain stems from the fact that two modalities can mutually enhance their informativeness in the decoding process. The multi-modal gain score indicates how much gain the individual obtained by integrating the information from gesture and from speech. The formula we used was as follows:
MMG = %integration target_choice_in_VG -The probability of getting the integration target in VG without_integration

RESULTS
Only one control participant did not choose the integration target in the verbal gesture (VG) condition more than the other conditions. This participant only chose the integration target in VG 38% of occasions. This was more than 2 standard deviations below the mean and was therefore considered an outlier. This participant was removed from the data for all further analyses. With the removal of this participant, the control participants chose significantly more integration targets in the VG condition than the other two conditions (t(36)= 11.25, p<0.05; t(36)= 6.57, p <0.05) (see Figure 1) . We then assessed whether SR integrated information from speech and gesture to the same degree to the control participants. To this end, we calculated Multi-modal gain (MMG) scores for each participant, according to the formulae described in the method section. SR's MMG score (11.6%) was significantly lower than the control group (M=30 %, SD=11.13) (z= -1.66, p <0.05). (V = verbal only, G = gesture only, VG = verbal and gesture). Note that in VG the integration targets are the only correct choice. In G, both the integration targets and the gesture only match were correct. In V, both the integration targets and verbal only match are correct.
Error Analysis Verbal Only Condition (V)
A more detailed error analysis of V confirmed initial findings on the WAB, that SR had difficulty comprehending the verbal message. In the verbal only condition, both the integration targets and the verbal only matches are correctly matched choices (i.e., the sentence "he paid" matches both paying by cheque and paying by cash, but it does not match writing a letter.) The mean percentage of correctly matched choices and the incorrectly matched choices (chosen by SR and the control participants is presented in Figure 2 . As predicted, the majority of the control participants selected the correctly matched choices, either the verbal only match or the integration target.
SR however, selected the incorrectly matched choices (GM or UF) on significantly more occasions (28.5%) than the control participants (M=2.25%, SD= 3.32) (z= 7.91, p <0.05) further confirming he had difficulty with understanding the verbal message. 
Verbal and Gesture Condition (VG)
Similar to V, error analysis of VG also indicated differences between the control participants and SR. The mean percentage of integration targets (IT), verbal only matches (VM), gesture only matches (GM) and unrelated foils (UF) chosen by SR and the control participants is presented in Figure 4 . It is important to note that in this condition, only the integration target counts as a correct response. The errors made by SR were mostly selection of the GM, whereas the errors made by the control participants were mostly VM. The percentage of times that GM was chosen by SR (28.6%) was significantly higher than the control participants (M=3.5%, SD= 3.5%) (z= 7.17, p<0.05). The difference between the percentage of times that VM was chosen by SR (4.76%) and VM was chosen by the control participants (M= 20.3%, SD= 9.5) (z=-1.64, p=0.05), was very close to significant. This indicates the high dependence of SR on gesture to decode messages. This differs to the control participants who relied more on speech. 
DISCUSSION
This study investigated iconic gesture and speech integration in one participant with Broca's aphasia (SR) and 20 control participants. One control participant was removed from the sample as they chose the integration target on only 38% of occasions 2 . SR obtained a significantly lower multi-modal gain score than the control participants, indicating that SR had impaired ability to integrate information from iconic gesture and speech. A more detailed error analysis indicated that SR processed the information in the trials in a different way to the control participants. SR relied more on gesture when gesture and speech integration was required, whereas the control participants relied more on verbal input. Further error analysis of V and G conditions suggested that this may be because SR had impaired verbal comprehension but intact gesture comprehension.
The current study adds support to the findings by Records (1994) that aphasia can impact on gesture and speech integration. It is also adds further support to the finding that individuals with low comprehension abilities due to Broca's aphasia may rely more heavily on gesture to decode messages when gesture and speech are combined.
Individuals with intact comprehension however, rely more heavily on verbal information. While Records (1994) found that this was the case for pointing gestures, the current study provides evidence that this is also the case for co-speech iconic gesture. Furthermore, the finding from the current study may provide support to the findings of Willem et al.'s (2007) , that Broca's area is implicated in speech-gesture integration. However, it should be noted, that the lack of CT scan limits us to draw a firm conclusion about functional localization, though the profile of SR's deficits strongly suggests a lesion in Broca's area.
While the findings of this study are limited, as they are based on just one participant with aphasia and a methodology which allowed for analysis of just one type of linguistic phrase and gesture type, the results imply that there is a need for further research in this area. Our future work will study the impact of aphasia on gesture and speech integration in a larger group of individuals to ascertain whether the findings of this study can be generalised. Furthermore we expect that this research will contribute to the development of assessments that can be used by speech and language therapists to determine whether gestures will facilitate or hinder an individual client's comprehension.
